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SCHOOL OF DIPLOMACY
SETON HALL UNIVERSITY

Global Health Diplomacy
with Jack C. Chow
Spring 2019
Course DIPL 4278
Stafford 09

-

Mondays 2:00 4:30 PM

VERSION: JAN 11
ALL ELEMENTS SUBJECT TO CHANGE, PLEASE CONSULT BLACKBOARD OR MY
EMAIL FOR LATEST VERSION FOR NEW MATERIAL, READINGS, AND OTHER
ADJUSTMENTS

Contact information
SHU: iack.chow@shu.edu
After the course is over : home e mail : JackCChow@aol.com (with 2 C’s in the middle)
Consultations: by appointment

-

Course Descriptor:
The course examines contemporary issues in global health and the international
diplomacy which advances, or complicates, its advancement. The course undertakes a strategic
leadership approach in analyzing cases in global health diplomacy, using a core framework that
enables the student to better conceptualize a policy player's missions, interests, goals and plans.
Course Mission:
For the advanced undergraduate, this course undertakes a unique approach towards global
health diplomacy that bridges the fact-based elements of a basic survey course with the strategy
based principles offered in graduate courses in policy design and implementation .

-

This course undertakes a strategic leadership approach in training students to lead
effectively in a fast paced , highly demanding policy environment. By integrating the students’
past coursework and work experience with the course's chief frameworks and assignments, the
student will build fluency in leadership skills exercised by practitioners heading major
organizations.

-

The course’s chief teaching "engine" is to introduce the notion of "strategic craft," or the
purposeful configuration of actions and assets that lead to desired outcomes meaningful to

stakeholders. A professional craft is animated by systems of thought which embody accumulated
knowledge and conventional wisdom encompassing the major dynamics of a trade or specialty.
Systems of thought are encapsulated as frameworks that act as templates, or blueprints, for
assessing situations and for organizing lines of action . As tools for analysis, frameworks help to
distill the complex into separate, simpler components that are more easily understood . As
templates for forward action , frameworks help to provide a "recipe” in marshaling assets and
personnel , sequencing their deployment, and determining essential objectives.
The course's central framework is named Strategic Policy Design. The design involves
four elements: Strategic Mission, Strategic Domain, Strategic Goal and Strategic Plan . These
elements, in turn , are further broken down into smaller systems, or "framelets." Framelets are
made more memorable for students with the use of the Line Method , a descriptive style that uses
several words suffixed by line, such as deadline. After a conceptual overview, the class will
apply these principles of strategic policy design in cases and issues in global health .

-

To better ingrain these skills, the student assumes the virtual role as a leader for an
international health organization , spanning both government and non-government entities. You
will obtain information from a variety of sources, including online research, in person
consultations and original analysis. Over the course, each student will develop a firm mastery of
the health and overall strategic conditions, problems, opportunities, and will develop an
appreciation for the challenges of provoking positive change amid complex political and
economic ecology.

Upon completion of the course, the student will gain practical fluency within the main
elements of the Strategic Policy Design framework:
Strategic Mission :
Strategic Domain:
Strategic Goal :
Strategic Plan:
Strategic Tool kit:

-

Describe and assess an organization's enduring purpose.
Organize a reasoned analysis of actors and factors in play.
Envision and propose a campaign with well -defined sets of outcomes.
Construct an operational plan to accomplish the chosen goal .
Write effective, persuasive, and professional-quality memoranda.
Learn useful policy " recipes" through heuristic techniques .

The ultimate aim of the course is to catalyze your curiosity about issues, incur your active
participation in the classroom with thoughtful opinion , analysis and inquiries, and thereby help
you gain an appreciation of global health and development campaigns with linkages and insights
that enrich your own interests.
The course welcomes students from all majors, and presumes no prior knowledge of or
experience in health or global health. It presumes excellent progress gained from prior
coursework, a diligent professional ethos, an open -minded and collaborative attitude, and
willingness to practice the skills prescribed . It should appeal to a spectrum of students with
interests in global health , international relations, diplomacy, and strategic leadership.

CLASS SCHEDULE: 13 SESSIONS AND FINAL PRESENTATION DATE
HI = Hour 1
H2 = Hour 2
Readings and Viewings are for pre-class preparation and reflection.
Roster of readings and viewings subject to additions and modifications - continue
to check updated syllabus for any changes.

No classes on the following Mondays:
JAN 21 (MLK DAY),
MAR 11 (SPRING BREAK) ,
APR 22 ( EASTER MONDAY)
SESSION 1 : JAN 14
HI : Course mission
Course products
Course policies

H2:

Get to know you/get to know me: students' and professor's introductions

(JAN 21 : NO CLASS )

PART ONE: FOUNDATIONAL ELEMENTS OF GLOBAL HEALTH
SESSION 2: JAN 29
H1:

The value of health and its determinants

H2:

Global health landscape : top ten diseases

SESSION 3: FEB 4

HI :

Elements of health systems

H 2:

Global health landscape : top ten organizations

SESSION 4 : FEB 11
H 1:

Global health workforce

Virtual field trip to Haiti with Dr. Paul Farmer

H2:

Infrastructure systems - tangible and intangible

SESSION 5: FEB 18

H1 :

Health interventions and technologies
Frugal science: low cost, poverty accessible innovations

H2:

Health finance

-

-

PART TWO : GLOBAL HEALTH FLASHPOINTS

SESSION 6: FEB 25

SUBMISSION DUE: A brief memo on what global health problems are of interest to you
Grade weight: 10%

HI :

Natural Disasters

H2 :

Case study: Burma
Kennedy School Case Study Library
Case # 1931.0 AmeriCares Engages Myanmar ’s Military Government
(to be distributed, along with study questions, approx. 1 week before this class)

SESSION 7: MAR 4

H 1:

Epidemics and Pandemics

H2 :

Case studies: ebola and zika
(see article list at end of this document)

(MAR 11: NO CLASS)

SESSION 8: MAR 18

HI :

Failed and pariah states

H2 :

Case study: Venezuela (see articles at end of this document)
Discuss mental map assignment of Lake Chad crisis

SESSION 9: MAR 25

ASSIGNMENT DUE: DIAGRAMMATIC ANALYSIS (MENTAL MAP) OF A COMPLEX
HUMANITARIAN EMERGENCY based on the following article:
https://www.newvorker.eom/maaazine/2017/12/04/lake-chad-the-worlds-most-complex-

humanitarian-disaster
Grade weight: 25%
Instruction and-guidance document to be distributed approx. 1 week before due date ,

-

HI :

Humanitarian crises - acute vs. chronic

H2 :

Case studies: Yemen, Lake Chad

PART THREE: GLOBAL HEALTH DIPLOMACY AND FOREIGN POLICY

SESSION 10: APR 1
HI :

Soft vs. hard power dynamics
Oslo Declaration on Health and Foreign Policy

H2:

Principles of strategic policy design - domain

SESSION 11 : APR 8
HI :

Principles of strategic policy design

H2:

Memo and speech writing tips

- goal and plan

SESSION 12: APR 15
HI :

UN Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) and global health

H2:

Case: Global Cookstove Alliance

(APR 22: NO CLASS)

SESSION 13: APR 29
ASSIGNMENT DUE: SECOND MEMO ON PROPOSING A GLOBAL HEALTH CAMPAIGN
Grade weight: 15%

HI :

Global health diplomacy: contemporary issues, PEPFAR, WHO reform

H2 :

Strategic futures and global health

Forecasts and expectations

SESSION 14 : MAY 6 - LAST CLASS
Additional topics of interest, synopsis
Go over Final Speech text assignment
Student discussion of potential speech topics

HI :
H 2:

FINAL EXAM: SPEECH TEXT (25%) ANNOUNCING YOUR GLOBAL HEALTH
CAMPAIGN analysis due by email, due date TBD

-

Assignments and Grading

Your global health initiative: 50%
10% idea generation - first memo, identifying issues and challenges
15% idea elaboration - second memo, identifying capabilities, interventions
25% idea articulation (final exam text), declaring strategic goal, action plan
(Instruction-and-guidance document to be distributed ahead of assignment start.)
Diagrammatic analysis of a complex humanitarian emergency: 25%
( Instruction and-guidance document to be distributed ahead of assignment start.)

-

Participation and attendance: 25%
15% class contributions
10% professionalism, demeanor, attendance

Class participation 15%
Derived from Student Contributions, to be judged on quality, structured argument,
reasonableness, contributory to overall knowledge of the class, demonstrate implementation of
frameworks, tools and techniques; recommendations drives towards actionable options and steps.

This portion of your grade will be scored along a “soft” curve: the number of quality, substantive
interventions will be counted along with a qualitative score between 0 to 3. The total
participation score of each student will be ranked and assessed a grade, which will then be
blended along with your other graded elements to determine your final course grade.

10% Attendance and Professionalism . Upholding collegial principles of behavior that includes
respect for classmates, faculty, and the hosting institution in mannerisms, communications, and
interactions. Attendance rates count as showing up ready to participate is an important element
of professionalism both in school and at work. Absences ought to be declared ahead of time with
an email, along with a truthful explanation.
Grading guidelines :

To ensure consistent grading of written products, a matrix that describes key expectations for
each letter grade will be made available. Overall, papers will be graded for content and for
quality control . The content grade will constitute the letter grade (A, B, C, D. E) and the quality
control component will contribute to the +/0/- kicker. The combined grade for that paper will be
the additive effect of content and quality grades, thus an A content paper combined with superior
quality control will produce an A+ grade, a B content with errors will yield B , and so forth .

-

Meeting deadlines is an essential professional duty that is expected by all employers. As the
School of Diplomacy prepares students for professional advancement in public service,
submitting and /or performing all assignments on time is a grade element. All assignments are to
be completed and submitted by the assigned deadline. If for some substantial reason you cannot
complete your assignment/exam in time you must/should contact me directly prior to the due
date. All late assignments are subject to a grading penalty.

Guidance :
A week prior to the next session , you will be sent guidance, accessible within the Blackboard
course files, for the next session that will contain, to a varying degree, a landscape overview of
the topic, guiding questions for you to consider, weblinks to news articles, website material, and
additional information that could guide your development of your country report and specialized
memos .
Attendance:

Full attendance is expected as the class relies upon multiple input and participation . Professor
reserves the right to call the roll at beginning of class to determine attendance. In the case of
absences of an emergent nature: illness, family emergencies, critical work issues, you must
contact me by phone or email so that if you are scheduled for your report , an adjustment may be
made . For work related absences, you must provide your supervisor ’s name, email and phone
for potential confirmation of the situation for which you are being asked to be excused from
class. The supervisor may be asked to email a confirming message regarding the work-related
absence. Failure to provide confirmatory information upon request may result in a grade penalty
for the assignment, class session , or overall course grade. Unexcused absences during a session
that you are expected to participate may result in a score of zero for that discussion opportunity.
Professor reserves the right to call the roll at beginning of class to determine attendance .

Office hours: By appointment and arrangement.
Starter Websites:

There are multitudes of websites with high quality, relevant content. Listed are home pages,
through which additional sub-topical pages may be accessed. You are encouraged and expected
to do pro-active searches and find /share good sites.

US
http://www.pepfar.gov /
http://www. pmi .gov /
http ://www.mcc.gov /
http:// www.usaid .gov /

UN and Technical Agencies
http://www.who.int/en /
http ://www.unaids.org/en /
http ://www. un .org/english /
http://www.un.org/millenniumgoals/

NGOs
http:// www.globalhealth.org/
http://www.clintonfoundation.org/what-we-do/clinton-hiv-aids initiative
http://www.cartercenter.org/health/ index.html
http ://www.gatesfoundation .org/Pages/home.aspx
http://www.data .org/

-

International Donors
http://www.theglobalfund .org/EN /
http://www.worldbank.org/

Selected Bibliography:
Understanding Global Medicine and Health by William Markle, et al , Lange Clinical Series
An affordable introductory text with overview chapters on key topics

Mountains Beyond Mountains by Tracy Kidder
Narrative about Dr. Paul Farmer and his inspiring Partners in Health project in the
Haitian central highlands.

World Development Reports by the World Bank Group
http://econ . worldbank.oru / WBSlTE/ EXrRRNAL / EXTDHC7EXTRESEARCH / EXTWDRS/
Q..contentMDK :20227703~ pagePK :478093~ piPK :477627 ~ theSitePK :477624.00. html
Annual themes on macro development issues

-

World Health Report 2012 and past reports by the World Health Organization
Contemporary and prospective thematic issues identified by WHO as needing action
http:// www.who.int/ whr/en/

International Health Regulations 2005 and updates by the World Health Organization
The framework for emergency health response and rules of public health engagement
agreed upon by signatory nations
http:// www.who. int / ihr/en /
Oslo Declaration on Health and Foreign Policy
http:// www.thelancet.com /joumals/ lancet/article / PllSO 140 6736( 07160498 X /abstract
Several countries who call for health to be integrated into foreign policies of nations

-

-

G8 Declarations on Health
2010 Canada: Initiative on Maternal and Child Health
http://canadainternational .gc.ca/g8/summit-sommet/2010/mnch_ isne .aspx? lang=eng& view=d
2000

2001 Italy:
http:// www.g8.utoronto.ca/summit/ 2001 genoa/ finalcommunique.html
Political agreement to create the Global Fund on AIDS/TB/Malaria

2000 Japan :
http://www.g8. utoronto.ea/summit/2000okinawa/finalcom.htm
Foundation for advances in international development and health, especially infectious
diseases
Bioterrorism : Guidelines for Medical and Public Health Management by Donald A. Henderson,
et al . Publisher: the American Medical Association
From the former leader of the WHO smallpox eradication campaign
Ebola Crisis news clips:
Ebola I : Strategic Implications of Ebola
Readings:
http://www. nytimes.com /2014/12/31/ health/source of-ebola-outbreak might- be-bats study says. html
http://www.nytimes eom/video/health/100000003416721/ebolas-patient-zero html
http://www.nytimes.eom/video/health/100000003416754/the-ebola-virus-hunter.html
http://www.worldbank.org/en/news/press-release/2014/12/02/ebola-world-bank-reportgrowth shrinking-economic-impact guinea-liberia-sierra-leone
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/11 /20/world/ebolas-economic -cost-re-examined html
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/12/18/world/africa/agencies- warn of -hunger-in-ebolazone.html
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/12/14/world/africa/an-ebola-orphans-plea-in-africa doyou-want-me.html
http://www.nytimes.eom/2014/10/05/world/africa/ebolas-cultural-casualty-hugs-in-handson liberia.html

-

-

.

-

-

-

.

.

-

-

http://time.com/3486421/america-must-prepare-for-ebola-refugees/

Ebola II : Situational Analysis of the Epidemic
Readings :
WHO Ebola Situation Reports : read enough through these reports to acquire an understanding of
the trends and concerns
http://www.who.int /csr /disease/ebola/situation-reports/archive/en/
UN Mission for Ebola Emergency Response (UNMEER) Situation Reports :
https://ebolaresponse.un.org/un-mission-situation-reports
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/11 /27/world/africa/sierra-leone-to-eclipse-liberia-in-ebolacases.html
http.y/www.cdc.gov/vhf /ebola/outbreaks/2014- west-africa/cumulative-cases-graphs.html
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/10/28/science/ebola-and-the-vast-viral-universe.html

Ebola III : Identifying End Points and Way Points
Readings :
WHO Ebola Response Roadmap
http://apps.who.int/iris/bitstream/10665/131596/1/EbolaResponseRoadmap.pdf ?
ua=1 &ua=1
White House : US Government aims
http : //www. whitehouse . gov/ebola-response
http://www.whitehouse.goV/the-press-office/2Q14/10/22/fact-sheet-us-govemment-sresponse-ebola-home-and-abroad
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/12/02/world/africa/goals-for-ebola-treatment-may-not-bemet- who-official-savs.html

Ebola IV: Operational Design and Objectives
Readings :
Top Ten Tactics to Terminate Ebola, Manuscript by Jack C. Chow (to be provided )
http://foreignpolicv.com/2014/09/10/the-ultimate-ebola-fiahting-force/
http://www.whitehouse.gov/the-press-office/2014/11/05/fact-sheet-emergency-fundingrequest-enhance-us-government-s-response-eb
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/11 /12/world/africa/un-seeks-a-more-nimble-response-toebola-in-africa.html
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/10/28/world/africa/wish-to-do-more-in-ebola-fight-meetsreality-in-liberia.html
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/12/12/ooinion/ jim-vona-kim-world-bank- the-path-to-zeroebola-cases.html
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/12/07/world/africa/as-ebola-rages-in-sierra-leone-poorplanning-thwarts-efforts.html

http://www.nytimes.com/2014/11/20/world/africa/ebola-response-in-liberia-is-hamperedby infighting- html

.

-

Ebola V: World stage and stakes , political ecologies
http://www.nytimes.com/2015/01/07/world/leader-of - world-health-organization-defendsebola-response.html
http://www.nytimes.eom/2014/12/05/world/africa/liberia-bans election-rallies-to-fightebola-.html
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/12/Q8/world/africa/liberian presidents-ban-on-rallies-isseen-as-political.html
http://www.nytimes.com/video/world/africa/1000000032044Q7/sirleaf -speaks-on-ebolaoutbreak.html
http://takingnote blogs nytimes.com/2014/10/31/u-s and-cuba-come-together-overebola-infuriating-republicans/

-

-

.

.

-

Venezuela readings:

https://journals.plos.org/plosntds/article ? id=10.1371/ journal,pntd.0005423
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/03/20/ world/americas/ venezuela-tuberculosis.html

.

-

-

https://www washinqtonpost com/news/world/wp/2018/1Q/31/feature/as venezuelas-health
svstem-collapses-disease-spreads-bevond-its borders/?utm term= 90d2090de36c

.

.

-

.com/2018/Q5/07/world/americas/aids-venezuela-indiqenous-people-

https://www.nvtinnes

threatened.html

http://icaso.ora/wp-content/uploads/2018/06/icaso-triple-threat-redesianed.pdf

.

.

-hospitals-shortaqes-

https://www theauardian eom/world/2016/oct/19/venezuela-crisis

barcelona-caracas

.

.

-children-

https://www nvtimes com/interactive/2017/12/17/world/americas/venezuela

starvina.html

Complex humanitarian emergencies:

.com/news/world-asia-41566561
http://interactive.unocha.org/emeraencv/2017 south sudan/#
https://www.newvorker.com/maaazine/2017/12/04/lake-chad-the- worlds-most-complex.

http://www bbc

humanitarian-disaster
Yemen:

BBC overview http://www.bbc.com/news/world-middle-east-29319423

-

-

https://www.nvtimes.com/interactive/2017/Q8/23/world/middleeast/vemen cholera

humanitarian-crisis.html

. .

http://www cnn com/2017/09/29/health/cholera-outbreak -unrest

index.html

-vemen-conao-banaiadesh/

Mitigating actions by WHO: http://www.emro.who.int/vem/vemen-news/ who-delivers-70-tonsof -life-savina-medicines-and-supplies-to-sanaa.html
Complex chain of causality: https://www.nvtimes.com/video/world/middleeast/
100000005254317/civilian-deaths-vemen-italian-bombs.html?
hp&action=click&pqtvpe=Homepaqe&clickSource=storv-headinq&module=photo-spotreaion&reaion-top-news&WT.nav-top-news
Venezuela:

regarding Cheating and Plagiarism :
The course assumes students will adhere to all pertinent Seton Hall policies regarding an
honor code and principled scholarship. All submitted work for grading must be written by you ,
without assistance by others. Students are encouraged to talk about the course’s lessons,
insights, and methods of analysis; frameworks used to develop memos may be shared (such as
“SOAP” mentioned above) but the actual writing and content of all written reports and the
development of your speech must be done solely by you . Facts, opinions, and analyses done by
others and cited by you in your work must be referenced , either as a footnote or citation on a
reference page attached to your assignment. Common, widely disseminated statistical facts such
as population, disease rates, etc., or governmental organizational structure, leadership names, etc.
need not be referenced . Any questions on what should be referenced may be directed to the
professor by email .
Violations will be treated seriously and , upon review, may result in a score of zero for the
assignment, or potentially a failing grade for the course.
Plagiarism and other forms of academic dishonesty will be reported to the administration ,
and may result in a lowered or failing grade for the course and up to possible dismissal from the
School of Diplomacy. See university and school standards for academic conduct here:
Policy

-

http://www.shu .edu/offices/student life /community-standards/community -standards.cfm

http://www.shu .edu /academics/diplomacy /academic-conduct .cfm
Classroom Etiquette:
A full professional demeanor is expected of the class. Embarking in public service, and
in all honorable professions, entails a respectful mindset and interactions with peers, superiors
and charges. Your reputation marketing happens with each interaction : as intricate and
interweaved the policy community in world capitals can be, it thus behooves you to practice
professionalism consistently and project a positive persona that will open opportunities.
Strive to arrive promptly on time and participate through the full duration so that the class
may proceed without disruption . Your participation and discussions are expected to be

conducted in a professional , respectful , and courteous manner, consistent with the workplace
environment that you expect to join in the near future. No food consumption will be permitted
during class. This policy may change at the professor ’s discretion should it be determined that
such consumption is too disruptive or distracting to all . Cell phone and Blackberry / l phone type
devices must be set on either quiet/mute mode.

-

Auditing : As auditing creates two tiers of students with different expectations and participation
rates, and complicates the conduct of the class and grading of assignments, no auditing of the
class will be permitted .
University Policies:
*** Under the Americans with Disabilities Act and Section 504 of the Civil Rights Restoration
Act, students at Seton Hall University who have a disability may be eligible for accommodations
in this course. Should a student require such accommodation , he or she must self- identify at the
Office of Disability Support Services (DSS), Room 67, Duffy Hall , provide documentation of
said disability, and work with DSS to develop a plan for accommodations. The contact person is
Ms. Diane Delorenzo at (973) 313-6003.

Plagiarism and other forms of academic dishonesty will be reported to the administration , and
may result in a lowered or failing grade for the course and up to possible dismissal from the
School of Diplomacy. See university and school standards for academic conduct here :

-

http://www.shu.edu /offices/student- life/community standards/ community standards.cfm

-

http://www.shu .edu /academics/diplomacy /academic-conduct.cfm.

